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   Re:  Proposed School Grades Rule 

Dear Commissioner Stewart, Chair Johnson, and Board Members: 

On December 9, 2015, the Florida Department of Education published proposed 

school grades rule language in the Florida Administrative Register.   This 

language is shown as agenda item 8 for the State Board of Education meeting on 

January 6, 2016. 

As mentioned on page 110 of the agenda and meeting materials, this rule should 

conform to statutory changes made by SB 1642.  According to the bill summary 

provided by the Florida Senate: “The bill re-focuses the school grading formula 

on student success measures of achievement, learning gains, graduation, and 

earning college credit or industry certifications.  Specifically, the bill bases the 

grades on the percentage of total points earned, rather than the raw score of total 

points.  Provisions in the current grade calculation that may raise or lower a 

school’s grade beyond what the percentage of points would indicate are not 



included in the revised grade model.  There are no additional requirements, no 

additional weights or bonus points, and no automatic adjustments.” 

The intent of the Legislature was to simplify the school grading formula making it 

transparent, easy to explain, easy to interpret, and understandable for all 

stakeholders---including students, educators, parents, and taxpayers.   A simple, 

transparent, and logical A-F scale is a precondition to ensuring that our Board of 

Education delivers the result that the Legislature intended.   

In my view, the rule proposed by the Department of Education fails to meet this 

high standard for these reasons: 

 1. The A-F scale is not user-friendly, with the differences between grade 

levels varying by 8, 13, and 9 points.  The beginning and ending % point levels 

aren’t easy to remember. 

 2.  The bar to be a top-rated A school should be challenging, meaningful, 

and higher than 62% in the proposed rule. 

 3. The proposal would allow schools with less than a 50% score to be 

classified as a C, whereas SB 1642 identifies C as “schools making satisfactory 

progress.”  [In my view, the C classification should be reserved for those schools 

achieving at least 50% of what stakeholders would reasonably expect.] 

 4.  The simulated 2014-15 results of the proposed rule are virtually the 

same as the actual results for 2013-14 despite having raised the bar with new 

standards and harder tests.  It is disingenuous to expect the same results. 

[POLITICO Florida quotes Duval Superintendent Vitti as follows: “……So what 

happened?...A manipulation of school grades to create a perception that school 

performance was not that dramatically impacted by the new standards and the 

new tests.”]  

Florida was a pioneer in adopting A-F school grades.  About 15 other states have 

joined Florida in the adoption of similar A-F grading systems.  All stakeholders 

intuitively understand the difference between the levels A, B, C, D, and F.  With 

this intuitive transparency, communities can quickly rally around the 

opportunities to improve learning at each school.  But, there is one precondition:  

that the A-F grading scale be transparent, stable, meaningful, and easy to 

understand.     

Florida’s school grading system is in transition.  SB 1642 says, “To assist in the 

transition to 2014-2015 school grades, calculated based on new statewide, 

standardized assessments administered pursuant to s. 1008.22, the 2014-2015 



school grades shall serve as an informational baseline for schools to work 

toward improved performance in future years.”   

Juan Copa has emailed me, “Keep in mind that the simulation of the information 

baseline 2014-2015 grades should not be compared to prior years’ school grades 

results because they are a baseline—based on school performance on new 

assessments, with the new proposed student expectations—and a new school 

grading model, based on legislation adopted in 2014, that does not include 

learning gains measures in the baseline year of 2014-2015.”  

Ipso facto, no stakeholder should have any expectation that the 2014-2015 

simulation results have any relation whatsoever to prior period results.  With this 

new rule, Florida will establish a new baseline, unconnected and unrelated to the 

prior rule, all in accordance with legislative intent.    

With an open mind, and a clear legislative mandate, Florida can establish a new 

A-F school grading formula that can last for many years to come, providing 

predictability and stability anchoring our K-12 system.    

 

Accordingly, I offer Options 1, 2, and 3 for consideration.  Each is attached, along 

with simulation results compared to the proposed DOE rule (and, for easy 

reference, the actual 2013-2014 results, although they are actually irrelevant as 

argued above).  

Option 1.   An A is 70% or above, with equidistant differences of 10 percentage 

points between grades A, B, C, D, and F.  All C schools score 50% or above.  

Option 2.  An A is 70% or above, with equidistant differences to B, C, and D, but D 

contains a larger population of schools “making less than satisfactory progress,” 

as defined in SB 1642.  All C schools score 50% or above.  

Option 3.  Lowers the bar to 65% for an A school, and grants a C to some schools 

achieving less than 50% of what stakeholders would reasonably expect.  All 

levels are equidistant.     

 

And, I look forward to presenting these three options at our next meeting on 

January 6, 2016. 

To facilitate my presentation, and allowing my colleagues plenty of time to do 

their own research and analysis, I’m asking our board secretary to send this letter 

and the attachments to each addressee today.  In full compliance with Florida’s 



Sunshine and Public Record Laws, this letter and the attachments will be made 

available to the public and media contemporaneously.  Other board members 

should not respond directly or indirectly to me or to other members, except at a 

meeting held in compliance with the Sunshine Laws.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

John R. Padget, Vice-Chair                                                                                          

State Board of Education 

 

  


